
End of the antediluvian epoch and 
the mastery of allied arts 

(1956-2018)

Some tools for early drainage models

Revisionist urban drainage modelling history



But some of us have been UD modelling for 7 
decades.

Earliest urban drainage models are now only 12 
decades old.

And William of Occam considered best-model-
complexity ca. 70 decades ago (yes, 700 years!).

Folks may think urban drainage modelling spans 
ca. 4 decades (51st ICWMM in 2018)



Evolution of storm water design ~1890-2020

 Before SWMM, we had wide use of simple empirical 
relations, e.g. rational equation and unit graphs.

 SWMM1 pioneered physical relationships partly 
based on Newtonian mechanics. 

 As engineering design tools advanced, models 
became more complex, and the answerable design 
questions more comprehensive.

 PC/SWMM pioneered long-term continuous water 
quality modelling, which allows eco-sensitive (or 
Darwinian) considerations.

 Meantime, world urban population grew ominously.

 Future questions will be critical and tougher. 34

My 
perspective,  
since 1956



Bill’s archeology of stormwater models has 4 fuzzy 
epochs

Period Models Implements

“Ante-diluvian” 
from c1892

"rational" formula, I-D-F 
curves

Slide rule, adding 
m/c, little data

“Ancient” from 
c1932

Event hydrology: unit 
hydrographs, design 
storms

Slide rules to 
c1970, then batch 
mainframes & 
pocket calculators

“Recent” from 
c1962

Continuous modeling; 
time-series management

16-bit PCs, minis
c1980

“Modern and 
near future” 
from c1992

More than engineering, 
ecosystem sustainability

64-bit work 
stations, networks,
cloud

1 technique

2 methodology

3 philosophy

4 value system



Meantime, we enjoyed rapid world urbanization

13 % in 1900 
29 % in 1950 
49 % in 2005
60 % by 2030

Urban  pop
0.22B in 1900 
0.73B in 1950 
3.2 B in 2005
4.9 B in 2030.

UBC Source:
Water Issues In 
International 
Development
http://ubclfs-
wmc.landfood.u
bc.ca/webapp/
WID/course/wat
er-issues-in-
international-
development-
1/global-water-
issues-4/



In the beginning (1956)…
When the World Urban Pop (WUP)< 1B 



1956 stormwater drainage in S. Africa – no models, codes, 
data, or drawings,  just survey and sketch, dig, use 
available pipes, and go

Goal: cheaply move flood erosivity downstream



Individual engineers were more craftsman-like.

Manual skills  were required for routine instruments:  
surveying;  reducing data; installing field gauges, recording 
flows and rainfall; instrument maintenance and calibration; 
plotting maps; calculating rates, capacities, sizes, 
economies;  drafting technical drawings; setting out; 
resident engineering; quantity surveying; and so on. 



Following 
18 slides

…are of 
instruments 
in CHI’s 
collection, 
displayed at 
CHI HQ in 
Guelph ON, 
and mostly 
used by Bill



Abney level



Today  many 
months’   work

are replaced by a single-
click map download.
In the past, data for all 
three co-ordinates for 
every single spot height 
were noted in a field book, 
and later plotted on a pen-
and-ink drawing…

often hundreds of  spot 
heights were required.

WUP < 1B



Wild-
Heerebrugg
T1A 
theodolite



Field 
note 
book







Brunsviga rotational 
calculator, 
8, 10, 13 places.





Set of drafting instruments, 
a scholarship award



Parallel rulers









Stereo viewers



Planimeter



Map measure



TBRGs



Flow 
gauge



70y ago, WUP<1B: laborious effort + modest 
models + limited manpower => ingenuous solutions. 

Now, @ WUP>4.2B:

•Computer systems free engineers from time-consuming field-
and drawing-office chores 

•Specialised postgraduate courses provide better knowledge 
of sustainability and eco-system issues

•Design teams allow more complex questions to be addressed

•Burgeoning human populations in urban centres create more 
severe environmental problems.   



Recalling our four epochs: 

1. From c1892   “Ante-diluvian”, characterized by 
WUP~0.15B techniques 

2. From c1932   “Ancient”, characterized by
WUP~0.2B methodologies 

3. From c1962   “Recent”, a philosophy characterized by

WUP~1.0B continuous modeling; 

4. From c1992   “Eco-sustain”, a value system, more 
WUP~2.3B than engineering
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The journey 
from epoch 1 (empiricism), 
through epochs 2 & 3 (Newtonism), 
to epoch 4 (Darwinian), 

has been historic, first honing skills involving 
brains as well as muscles and sinews in open air 
weather, 
skills now dispersed by computers in HVAC offices.

Meanwhile WUP has grown seven times (669%).



My journey peters out in this age, when modeller teams study screens, 
running computers that do much of the easier mechanical work                               

- a situation to which we all contributed and continue to do so.  



A consideration: forward to the distant past -
model philosophy

“All models are wrong, but some are useful”

- aphorism attributed to George Box  
(1919-2013)
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British statistician George  Edward 
Pelham Box , 1919-2013, U of 
Wisconsin-Madison. 

Known for Box-Jenkins Method, 
Box-Cox Transformation and 
Distribution, Box-Pierce Test, Box-
Behnken Design, Ljung-Box Test 

(and “all models are wrong” ).  
Many honours.
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The first record of Box’s "all models are wrong" 
is in a 1976 J. American Statistical Assoc paper.

“Since all models are wrong, the scientist cannot obtain 
a "correct" one by excessive elaboration. On the 
contrary, following William of Occam, he should seek an 
economical description of natural phenomena. Just as 
the ability to devise simple but evocative models is the 
signature of the great scientist, so over-elaboration and 
over-parameterization is often the mark of mediocrity.”   

[-Bill’s emphasis]
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is a problem-solving principle attributed 
to William of Ockham (c. 1287–1347), an English 
Franciscan friar, scholastic philosopher, and 
theologian:

Among competing hypotheses, the one with the 
fewest assumptions should be selected.
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Occam's razor (as formulated 700y ago)
Latin: lex parsimoniae "law of parsimony"



Occam's razor , cont’d

- heuristic guide for developing models, not a 
rigorous arbiter between models, nor an 
irrefutable principle of logic; the preference for 
simplicity is based on the falsifiability criterion. 

For any model, there may be an extremely large, 
even incomprehensible, number of possible, 
more complex alternatives. 
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Cont’d

One can always burden debatable explanations 
with ad hoc hypotheses. 

To prevent them from being falsified, simpler 
models are preferable to more complex ones, 
because they are more testable. [Bill’s emphasis]
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Occam’s Razor recommends a model with few uncertain 
parameters; when the parameters are optimised the 
model is readily testable. For models with impressive but 
insensitive processes, e.g. turbulent diffusion, Box warns 
that redundant complexity indicates poor engineering. 
Any number of unnecessarily complex models can be 
equally well calibrated, due to the large number of 
uncertain parameters, but inference is then always co-
opted by side issues of minor processes.
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Cont’d



Hypothetical Platonic dialogue…

Here “Hydroscrates” is a elderly, experienced H&H 
modeller, a veteran of the original 1960s’ models in 
design  trench warfare. 

Recall: Socrates is the main character in Plato’s dialogues. 
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Student: How complex should our model be?
Hydroscrates:  No more complex than  a minimum that 
provides an acceptably accurate and credible explanation. 

Q:  So for our problem what are the alternate models?

A:  Any and all simplifications of the most complex Navier-Stokes  relations.

Q: Then which terms may be ignored?

A:  Typically compressibility, thermal stratification, vertical velocities, eddy 
viscosity, particulate transport, rapidly varied flow, transients, turbulent 
dispersion, conduit elasticity, shock effects, etc.

Q: Are hydraulic friction equations like Manning’s a good start?

A: Yes, certainly. 
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Hydroscrates:   Today more complex engineering 
designs are executed instantly, modern skills pass 
through wrists, finger tips and friendly keyboards 
to tiny CPUs onto nifty computer displays. 

Student: But what of the future?



A:    For us, expect continuing, inching redundancy 
– expect computers to incrementally help with more 
of our problem-solving.

Expect urban areas to be modelled as mosaics of 
LIDs, LIDs that target genetic biodiversity and 
human population management. The future is grim 
unless we share and meet this moral responsibility.



During this talk, the world urban population WUP grew by 6100 and 
during this conference by an urban area having a population of 

roughly 250,000 (twice that of Guelph, ON).



Our journey continues, 
thanks to the pioneers and 

strength to those who 
follow.

And thanks for this chance 
to chat with you in this 
tricky epoch of our 51st

ICWMM.
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